
Dear _____________: 
  
Generation S.O.S. is a unique, teen-focused nonprofit organization and I am passionate about bringing 
its powerful message of hope and help to the students here at _______________. 
 
A Staggering Problem – Addiction/accidental overdose is now the #1 cause of death among young 
people in our country, claiming nearly 200-times more lives than gun violence. More than 90% of the 
time the seeds of substance misuse are sewn during teen years.  Worse, drug overdose deaths are 
surging during the pandemic due to increased anxiety, social isolation, and depression. 
 
Teens Listen to Teens – We are a peer support group that helps teens make lifesaving choices about 
substance use and other mental health issues. We create awareness, advocate safety, and open a 
dialogue about topics not easily talked about anywhere else. This brief video captures the heart and soul 
of Generation S.O.S. 
 
The Power of Storytelling – By “Sharing Our Stories” (the “S.O.S.” in our name) teens realize the power 
of sharing experiences, identifying uncomfortable feelings, uncovering hidden fears, and finding 
solutions. We create a safe, welcoming community where teens learn healthy tools to make informed 
choices to navigate these treacherous times – before they are faced with difficult, even life-threatening, 
choices. Our work/approach has been endorsed by a nationally known addiction psychiatrist. 
 
Who Comes to Our Meetings? – Typical high school and college students on their life journeys. Some 
may have experienced a mental health issue. Some may have a family member or friend struggling with 
substance use. Some may come because a friend invited them. Whatever the reason they come, they all 
leave feeling more informed about mental health challenges and feel a part of a new community. 
  
A Powerful Tool for Schools – Generation S.O.S. has chapters in New York City, Miami, Palm Beach, Los 
Angeles, Fairfield County, CT, and Westchester County, NY. We meet in homes and apartments; parks 
and beaches; community centers and places of worship and schools – where our message is arguably 
most needed. We have conducted advisories/assemblies, in person and via Zoom, for groups of 40-600 
students. Many of “our kids” have started Generation S.O.S. clubs at their schools: Trinity, Spence, 
Columbia Prep in NYC, and Gulliver Prep, Ransom and Miami Country Day in Miami to name just a few. 
Many are bringing the message to college campuses including Columbia, Colgate and SMU through 
fraternities, sororities, and mental health platforms.  
   
I hope we can meet to talk about ways to bring Generation S.O.S. to our community in the form of a 
club, assembly, advisory or other form of gathering. Our founder and CEO would be pleased to join via 
Zoom, if helpful. Importantly, Generation S.O.S. provides its services for free. 
  
Sincerely, 
 
______________ 
 
PS  Here is a wonderful article just published in Hidden Hills Magazine that describes in more detail the 
problem Generation S.O.S. is addressing and how our approach is helping to save lives. 


